About BornTec

BornTec is a Chicago-based Financial Sector technology solutions firm. Our industry presence extends back to 2003, when we pioneered Colocation solutions.

Our flagship solution, CrossCheck™ has emerged as a market leader in global trade flow data analytics in support of surveillance, risk, compliance, and regulatory reporting.

FastTrack-Colo

BornTec provides connectivity to exchanges in North America, Europe, and Asia through data centers located on four continents.

FastTrack provides our clients the most direct route to their respective exchange matching engines and is renowned for its ultra-low-latency communication technologies.

Our Clients

- Banks | Financial Institutions
- Hedge Funds | Prop Trading
- Broker Dealer | Clearing Firms

CrossCheck™

CrossCheck™ enables global multi-asset trade data flow aggregation and includes monitoring, visualization, and real-time alerting on transaction metrics.

This SaaS-based solution can be deployed within days. CrossCheck™ delivers the benefits of out-of-the-box functionality and can be customized to meet specific needs.

Industry Pioneers

- 2003 | CME Colocation
- 2011 | Trade Flow Repositories
- 2014 | CrossCheck™ Released
- 2018 | CrossCheck™ Expanded

Technology Leaders

The Financial Technology Sector is in a rapid state of flux. Key issues now include a proliferation of solutions that are limited to specific functions such as regulatory reporting and compliance.

The need for a consolidated view of all global trade flow is now vital to firms seeking effective management of their trading business functions and performance.
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